Heart Of Revenge
Eventually, you will unquestionably discover a supplementary experience and finishing by spending
more cash. nevertheless when? attain you give a positive response that you require to get those all
needs subsequent to having significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to get something basic in the
beginning? Thats something that will guide you to understand even more not far off from the globe,
experience, some places, as soon as history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your agreed own grow old to exploit reviewing habit. in the middle of guides you could enjoy now is
heart of revenge below.

Revenge of the Heart Neil Bowes 2022-11 I miss him with every beat of my heart he should have been
the perfect father, instead he turned out to be my reason for revenge. Jasmine knew she would never
love anybody like her father. He was everything to her, her whole world, and now he was gone. Being
brought up by her elder sister, living a Pauper's life, relying solely on the money her father would send
every month. Finding out at a young age that her father had killed himself in Prison. Jasmine lived her
life with an illness she knew nothing about. Moving to London in her teenage years to start a new life,
Jasmine by way of a chance meeting with Vinny, was when she realizes her loss, was more painful than
she could ever have imagined. Setting up a new home and a new life with Vinny, she decides to follow
her plan of revenge, which was to have devastating consequences for her and the true love of her life. A
dramatic story that beautifully portrays the innocence of childhood and the underlying forces, of love
and loss. A Stylish Thriller, that will have you turning pages to the very end.
Poison Ivy's Rainforest Revenge Sarah Hines Stephens 2017-01-01 Poison Ivy turns Robinson Park into
a jungle of carnivorous plants, and it is up to Batman and Robin to separate her from her green friends-and save themselves.
Assassin's Heart Sarah Ahiers 2017-05-09 With shades of Game of Thrones and Romeo and Juliet, this
richly imagined fantasy from author Sarah Ahiers is a tale of love, lies, and vengeance. Laura Ruby says
it “will keep you turning the pages all night long,” and a starred Booklist review raves “fans of Robin
LaFevers’ His Fair Assassins series will snatch this one up in a heartbeat.” Seventeen-year-old Lea
Saldana is a trained assassin. She was born into one of the nine clipper families in the kingdom of
Lovero who can lawfully take lives for a price. As a member of the highest-ranking clan, loyalty to family
is valued above all, but that doesn’t stop Lea from getting into a secret relationship with Val Da Via, a
boy from a rival clan. Despite her better judgment, Lea’s fallen in love with him. Then she awakes one
night to a house full of smoke—although she narrowly escapes, she isn’t able to save her family as their
home is consumed in flames. Val and his family are the only ones who could be responsible. Devastated
over his betrayal and the loss of her clan, there’s just one thing on her mind: making the Da Vias pay.
And the heart of this assassin craves revenge. Be sure to read Thief’s Cunning, the riveting follow-up to
Assassin’s Heart.
Black Tangled Heart: A Play On Novel Samantha Young 2020-05-14 The New York Times Bestselling
author of the On Dublin Street series and As Dust Dances delivers a dark, sexy and emotional
standalone romance about love, revenge, and surviving both. To my siblings, Jane was a friend. A
pseudo-sister, the girl we grew up with. To me? She was everything. Our passion consumed us. When
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our world fell apart, I thought our love would be the thing that held us together. She was the love of my
life. But she abandoned me when I needed her most. And I'll never forgive her. For years I've been
planning my revenge against the people who took everything from me. Jane won't be an exception. I'm
coming for her. She knows it. She says she wants to help me serve my version of justice on the people
who hurt me. I'll let her. She probably thinks it will save her from me. It won't.
A Gangster's Revenge Aryanna 2018-03-10 After serving a long prison bid, Devaughn Mitchell comes
home armed with a vengeful heart and a hunger to regain everything he lost. By his side is his sister,
Keyz. Beautiful, intelligent, calculating and deadly, she is a Boss in her own right. The game has never
seen a player of Keyz' magnitude or one with her beauty, but she will prove to everyone how cold her
heart can be and how deep blood runs. And when fierce love is mixed into the cacophony of greed, lies
and betrayal, the streets will tremble with utter fear when caught up in the wrath of A GANGSTER'S
REVENGE.
25 Revenge of the Heart Barbara Cartland 2013-06-01 Warren Wood is handsome, loyal and devoted to
Magnolia. However, the one thing he lacks is a title and Magnolia betrays him in a heartbeat for the
opportunity to be engaged to the Marquis of Buckwood. For beautiful and beguiling as she is, behind
her perfect exterior lies a scheming manipulative personality that is desperate for wealth and standing
in Society. Distraught and vowing to eschew love for evermore, Warren seeks solace in the African
jungle, determined to forget the woman whose lovely face has nearly driven him to madness. But now
the wheel of fate has turned and suddenly a legacy is calling him home to take up responsibilities he
never dreamt would be his, and the chance to be reunited with Magnolia who surprisingly begs his
forgiveness. Determined not to answer her siren's call, he leaves for England taking with him the sweet
but mysterious Nadia, another young person desperate to leave behind the past. Together they concoct
a charade that should free Warren from Magnolia's clutches and offer Nadia a new life. As the time for
Warren to meet Magnolia again grows closer, he begins to feel nervous. Will he be able to resist the
seductive charms of the woman he once loved to distraction? For above all else Magnolia is determined
to marry well and she is not going to let a little thing like Warren's heart stand in her way.
The Revenge of Conscience J. Budziszewski 2010-06-01 Describing the political effects of Original
Sin, Professor Budziszewski shows how man's suppression of his knowledge of right and wrong corrupts
his conscience and accelerates social collapse. The depraved conscience grasps at the illusion of moral
neutrality, the absurd notion that men live together without a shared understanding of how things are.
After evaluating the political devices, including the American Constitution, by which men have tried in
the past to work around the effects of Original Sin, Dr. Budziszewski elucidates the pitfalls of
contemporary communitarianism, liberalism, and conservatism.
Heart of the Storm Rexanne Becnel 1995-11-15 Escaping from an unwanted marriage with her frail
young cousin, Eliza Thoroughgood is captured by bold sea captain Cyprian Dare, who targets the cousin
for revenge and arouses irresistible passion in Eliza. Original.
Broken Hearts, Fences and Other Things to Mend Katie Finn 2014-05-13 In Broken Hearts, Fences
and Other Things to Mend by Katie Finn, Gemma had her summer all planned out, but it takes sharp
turn when she gets dumped and finds herself back in the Hamptons after a five-year absence. Being
there puts her at risk of bumping into Hallie, her former best friend (that is, before Gemma ruined her
life). But people don't hold grudges forever. Do they? Gemma intends on making amends, but a small
case of mistaken identity causes the people she knew years ago—including Hallie and her dreamy
brother Josh—to believe she's someone else. As though the summer wasn't complicated enough already.
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Can Gemma keep up the charade? Or will she be found out by the very people she's been hiding from?
The Revenge of Count Skarbek - Volume 2 - A Heart of Bronze Yves Sente 2019-05-15 Paris,
1843. The incredible case brought by Count Skarbek against the rich art dealer Northbrook continues,
with new revelations surging forth by the day. The judge seems to have decided in favor of
Skarbek—alias Louis Paulus, the famous painter who disappeared more than a decade before—when yet
another shockwave is sent through the courtroom, in the form of composer Frederic Chopin, who has
his own take on this tale of murder and double-crossing.
Phoenix's Revenge Mu ShengHongDou 2020-05-08 "The direct bloodline of the Baili Clan has seven
orifices in the heart, and the medicinal heart in the hand can cure a hundred diseases, and the flesh and
bones of living and dying." "If it wasn't for your heart, do you think I would bow down to you? Do you
really think that I want to go with you? " "Iris died for you. Use your heart to fight for your life." Eyre,
Lil 'Heaven, was his close friend and his beloved husband. Just like that, he had thrown himself into an
eternal hell. He was the highest ruler of this country and the direct descendant of the Baili family. He
was the direct descendant of the Baili family.
Hearts, Fingers, and Other Things to Cross Katie Finn 2016-05-10 WEATHER ALERT: SEVERE
STORMS AHEAD Gemma and Hallie's world has come to a screeching halt. Their parents are engaged,
which makes them step-sisters. Nothing in the world could possibly be worse for Gemma and Hallie-they won't let it happen. Even if it means putting their own feud aside to separate their parents. Events
quickly escalate as a hurricane rips through the Hamptons leaving everyone (including Gemma's two
exes, her current crush, best friend, and her nemesis) bottled up in one house. One big, miserable group
of exes and enemies together allow secrets to unfold and plans to be plotted. The calm before this storm
definitely doesn't exist. Katie Finn pulls out all the stops for this fast-paced, dramatic conclusion in the
Broken Hearts and Revenge series, Hearts, Fingers, and Other Things to Cross.
I Am Her Revenge Meredith Moore 2015-04-07 She can be anyone you want her to be. Vivian was
raised with one purpose in life: to exact revenge on behalf of her mother. Manipulative and cruel,
Mother has deprived Vivian not only of a childhood, but of an original identity. With an endless arsenal
of enticing personalities at her disposal, Vivian is a veritable weapon of deception. And she can destroy
anyone. When it’s time to strike, she enrolls in a boarding school on the English moors, where she will
zero in on her target: sweet and innocent Ben, the son of the man who broke Mother’s heart twenty
years ago. Anyone…except for the woman who created her. With every secret she uncovers, Vivian
comes one step closer to learning who she really is. But the more she learns about herself, the more
dangerous this cat and mouse game becomes. Because Mother will stop at nothing to make sure the
truth dies with her.
Blueprint for Revenge Martine Jardin 2003-01-01 Johanna is devastated when her beloved
grandmother passes away, but shocked to the core when she is left an inheritance she couldn't believe
possible. A modern fairytale come true, a girl's dreams fulfilled, especially when she meets the love of
her life. But when Tristan enters the picture, doubts invade her heart. Should she listen to her heart, or
keep to her commitment? What folly when the mind overrules the heart... The newlyweds travel to
Switzerland to investigate her inheritance. Little does Johanna know what awaits her in Europe. And
how can she erase Tristan out of her heart?
Spider's Revenge Jennifer Estep 2011-09-27 The fifth book in the “outstanding” (Romantic Times)
Elemental Assassin fantasy series featuring Gin Blaco, who by day is a waitress at a Tennessee BBQ
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joint, and by night is a tough female assassin. Old habits die hard for assassins. And I plan on murdering
someone before the night is through. Killing used to be my regular gig, after all. Gin Blanco, aka the
Spider, assassin-for-hire. And I was very, very good at it. Now, I’m ready to make the one hit that truly
matters: Mab Monroe, the dangerous Fire elemental who murdered my family when I was thirteen. Oh,
I don’t think the mission will be easy, but turns out it’s a bit more problematic than expected. The bitch
knows I’m coming for her. So now I’m up against the army of lethal bounty hunters Mab hired to track
me down. She also put a price on my baby sister’s head. Keeping Bria safe is my first priority. Taking
Mab out is a close second. Good thing I’ve got my powerful Ice and Stone magic—and my irresistible
lover, Owen Grayson—to watch my back. This battle has been years in the making, and there’s a good
chance I won’t survive. But if I’m going down, then Mab’s coming with me . . . no matter what I have to
do to make that happen.
The Girl with a Broken Heart Ramos Talaya 2016-08-05 A shattered heart. A reckless revenge plan. Big
trouble!They broke her heart...now she has no heart, and they have to deal with the heartless monster
they've created. How far would you go to settle the score with your cheating ex? Betrayed, raped and
afraid to trust anyone with her heart, Bonelwa embarks on a path of revenge, which puts lives in
danger. Blinded by pain and circumstances, she cares not who gets hurt, so long as she avenges herself
on those who betrayed and hurt her.A painful and messy break-up made her lose all hope and
confidence in love, causing her to harden her heart, shut the door on love, and set herself on a path of
retaliation that leads to hopelessness.Sometimes, the thing you are desperately seeking is right in front
of your eyes, but you are too blinded by pain and circumstances to see it. Yet, every now and then, life
surprises you and love knock at your closed heart once again when you least, expect it!
Feinted Love Elle Keaton 2020-09-17 One hot Seattle summer. A half-baked revenge plot. A gambit for
love. Arnie One minute I’m minding my own business enjoying the sunshine, next I’m wearing my iced
coffee. Of course, the perpetrator is THE guy I’ve never forgotten—it seems though that he’s forgotten
me. I’m awkward and generally have no clue what I’m doing, but this time Tobias isn’t brushing me off.
Tobias I've never forgotten Arnie, or the night we had together. When I, er, run into him again, I realize
want to get to know him—as more than a friend. I may come from a wealthy family and I know money
can’t buy happiness. But brash, socially awkward Arnie Ferguson makes me think happiness is possible
when you let your heart choose. nerd/geek, comedic elements, awkward, rich/poor, reunited, revengesort of, medium heat, shy lover, on the spectrum, loyal to a fault. Feinted Love is a first person, dual
POV, following Arnie Ferguson and Tobias Barrington as they do their best to awkwardly fall in love.
Standalone, No cliffhanger, HEA guaranteed. Heat level, 3+. opposites, awkward love, rich/poor, drama
queen, comedic elements, second chance
Heart's Revenge Michael Jasper 2011-08-04 A haunted romance. An unsolved mystery. And a
centuries-old curse at the heart of it all. Off the rough coast of North Carolina's Outer Banks, Ella Simon
tracks down one man-the infamous pirate Blackbeard. She must identify a shipwreck off the coast of the
island, but she and her divemaster Mitch Thompson discover much more than that. They just have to
stay alive long enough to solve the mystery of a young girl's killer before the ghosts of dead pirates take
them down to the bottom of the ocean, forever. A haunted romance, a lovestruck mystery, and a piratefilled adventure. "Fans of an interesting ghost story enhanced by romance will want to read this tale of
long dead pirates riding the high seas." - Midwest Book Review
Revenge of the Whale Nathaniel Philbrick 2004-03-01 This book recounts the 1820 sinking of the
whaleship Essex by an enraged sperm whale and how the crew of young men survived against
impossible odds. Abridged version of In the Heart of the Sea.
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Heart of Revenge 2 Richie Drenz 2014-06-04 Added to the drama of Leelia Lexings dealing with how
much further she will go to save her brother, her older sister Pinky, is tied up in a relationship with the
new don of the community, who must overcome forgiving his father killers in order to love Pinky's son,
Perry, who is the grandson of Finaral's father killer. Will Finaral ever love is step child? The grandson of
his father's killer? How far will Leelia go to save her brother, or will he go to save himself. Find out
now.
A Twisted Shade of Green Eloise Epps MacKinnon 2018-07-11 Love Conquers All! Kali Mathias knew
that, being cursed with a beauty like hers, it was less likely for a man’s eye to want a second glimpse of
her. That is, not until the day her eye rested upon Mr. Glen Monroe—the one man who would not easily
be had. A woman needed an exclusive invitation to taste the passion that awaited them inside Glen’s
empire. It was a colorful world of green where a taste of love portrayed revenge, deceit, and lust and
where a beautiful woman could partake of such pleasures. Glen and Kali were both undergoing a
broken heart at the hands of a twisted shade of green when they first met. Glen got Kali, and Kali got
Glen. Kali thought she would never be acceptable. She was not slim enough, not tall enough, or pretty
enough to please a man. On the other hand, Glen knew he was more than enough; he was handsome
and breathtaking at the same time. He was more than enough for any woman to behold. Regardless of
that discord, they both confusingly questioned their faith in God and opted for a doltish lifestyle. Hers
based on a lustful appetite; his based on revenge. Glen’s faith was almost null to the point where he
believed that all he had was enough to get him through life. And Kali, on the other hand, had the notion
God just wasn’t working fast enough—not quicker than her cash. Glen and Kali were two lost people
trying to survive in a world minus a heavenly net—God! They lost their way, but God never forgot them.
He defeated the hands of Satan by refuting a pair of wrongful eyes from an unjust sight of Kali in the
arms of another man. God embodied Kali with a heart of compassion to forgive Glen, flaws and all.
Instead, God turned one date between two total opposite hearts into one that required each other to be
alive in the midst of any storm. Also, God taught both Glen and Kali a lesson. He taught her to realize
that not everything had a price tag, not real love! And he taught him that even love can conquer the
grips of a heart’s revenge!
The Greek's Pleasurable Revenge Andie Brock 2017-06-01 Revenge…by seduction! The last person
Calista expects—or wants—to see at her father's graveside is arrogant billionaire Lukas Kalanos. Five
years earlier, after an affair that stole her innocence, Lukas betrayed her family and disappeared,
leaving Callie with much more than a broken heart… Seeking vengeance on the Gianopoulous family for
framing him, Lukas finds Callie ripe for his seduction. She will pay for past wrongdoings—between his
sheets! But discovering that Callie has had his child is a surprise that changes Lukas's pleasurable plans
for revenge…into a hunger to make her his own!
Black Heart Mike Nicol 2011-04-08 The third instalment in Nicol's Revenge Trilogy. Mace Bishop has
become obsessed with tracking down Sheemina February who he believes contracted his wife’s murder
when his and his business partner Pylon’s security company is contracted to provide security to a local
arms systems designer – Magnus Oosthuizen – who has created weapons for South African navy
frigates. Oosthuizen is tendering against alternative First World-designed weapons systems. But
Oosthuizen’s life is threatened and Mace learns that the government’s arms buyers want to acquire the
First World weapons system for the frigates to benefit from financial kickbacks. Enter the National
Intelligence Agency that puts pressure on Mace and Pylon to steal the Oosthuizen weapons system.
Gradually, Mace recognises the hidden hand of Sheemina February and realises that he is being
manipulated.
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The Heart of Betrayal Rachal Perez 2018-02-08 Raven Tolbert was a woman who had it all, a
wonderful husband named Darren to whom she was happily married to for ten years along with a great
career. Of course all of that changed the night Raven is brutally attacked and left for dead. Rashard
Jones is Hunter's Grove finest detective, known for solving the majority of his cases using whatever
methods deemed necessary. When Rashard arrives on the scene, not only is he stunned by what he
sees, he's actually disturbed. What type of evil would do such a horrific crime to such a good person?
After uncovering so many untold secrets during his investigation, he realizes that he's going to have to
take some high risk measures just to keep her safe, which isn't an easy task since she doesn't realize
exactly how much danger she's in. Raven being naive, assumed that she was randomly attacked until
there was a second attempt on her life while she laid in the hospital fighting to stay alive. Determined to
find out what could she have possibly done to deserve this and who wanted her dead, she wasn't
prepared to discover that the people closest to her were the ones responsible for attack. Will she able to
avenge those who wronged her and left her for dead? Can Rashard keep her safe when he has his own
dangers lurking in the shadows trying to take him out too?
Splinters Susan Bird 2015-10-16 "Splinters" is the second book of the trilogy Unhinged Fences. As the
author, my first novel started me on a path for the second book of the trilogy, describing what follows
after a destroyed American dream. As in "Unhinged Fences," we see the torn-down scenario of the
white picket fence that so many women seem to long for. I wondered, should I write about the real-life
drama of broken dreams, the Susan Hayward of it all, the "splinters" in life, so to speak? I felt compelled
to do so, and thus, the title "Splinters."
Southern Evil Alan G. Gauthreaux 2022-10-31 Southern Evil: Tales of Revenge, Greed, Lust, and Racism
From the Heart of Dixie is a compilation of historical crime profiles written in a popular history form for
the true (historical) crime genre. Written by experienced historian and author, Alan G. Gauthreaux,
Southern Evil offers more than just documentation; the manuscript maintains an historical as well as
societal record of the more notorious murders and murderers from the southern United States. The
author composed this manuscript with the mission to maintain the dignity of the victims, as well as
those who may, or may not, have been falsely accused.
Revenge of a Broken Heart Salome B. 2016-06-10 Asha was born and raised in Gary, a small city within
the state of Indiana. She has been with the love of her life Lorenzo, who's known to the hood as Loco,
since the 6th grade, and thought they would live happily ever after. Asha was the type of girl who didn't
need a man for anything and she knew how to stand ten toes down when it came to the streets.
However, the streets didn't take away from her intellect or financial stability. She was in college
majoring in nursing with a 3.8 GPA and already owned a position at Methodist Hospital Southlake. Not
only that, but her bank account stayed well above $10,000 thanks to her dad and being his only child.
Asha carried herself well for the young age of 21, she didn't look like your average hood chick. Her only
downfall in life was her heart and her love for Loco, but when she meet's Gary's well known drug dealer
Moe, things suddenly change. Will Moe be enough to sweep Asha off her feet and take her mind away
from Loco? Is Asha so content with Loco's typical cheating and abusive behavior towards her that she
settles and deal with it? Or did she fall right back into the same situation she was running away from,
but worst dealing with a big time drug dealer?
The Heart Forger Rin Chupeco 2018-03-20 "A sequel that builds in both thrills and enchantment."
—Kirkus Reviews In The Bone Witch, Tea mastered resurrection—now she's after revenge... No one
knows death like Tea. A bone witch who can resurrect the dead, she has the power to take life...and
return it. And she is done with her self-imposed exile. Her heart is set on vengeance, and she now
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possesses all she needs to command the mighty daeva. With the help of these terrifying beasts, she can
finally enact revenge against the royals who wronged her—and took the life of her one true love. But
there are those who plot against her, those who would use Tea's dark power for their own nefarious
ends. Because you can't kill someone who can never die... War is brewing among the kingdoms, and
when dark magic is at play, no one is safe. Thrilling and atmospheric, this bestselling series is perfect
for readers looking for teen fiction bestsellers dark fantasy young adult series stories with diverse
representation and multicultural influences original worldbuilding and captivating writing books about
witches Praise for The Heart Forger: "Rin's beautifully crafted world from The Bone Witch (2017)
expands in this sequel, which joins dark asha Tea on her crusade of revenge...Dark and entrancing with
a third volume to come." —Booklist, STARRED review "A wonderfully original tale — even better than
the first...." —RT Book Reviews "A dark, engaging fantasy series." —School Library Journal The Bone
Witch Trilogy: The Bone Witch (Book 1) The Heart Forger (Book 2) The Shadowglass (Book 3)
Revenge Yoko Ogawa 2013-01-29 "It's not just Murakami but also the shadow of Borges that hovers
over this mesmerizing book... [and] one may detect a slight bow to the American macabre of E.A. Poe.
Ogawa stands on the shoulders of giants, as another saying goes. But this collection may linger in your
mind -- it does in mine -- as a delicious, perplexing, absorbing and somehow singular experience." -Alan Cheuse, NPR Sinister forces collide---and unite a host of desperate characters---in this eerie cycle
of interwoven tales from Yoko Ogawa, the critically acclaimed author of The Housekeeper and the
Professor. An aspiring writer moves into a new apartment and discovers that her landlady has murdered
her husband. Elsewhere, an accomplished surgeon is approached by a cabaret singer, whose beautiful
appearance belies the grotesque condition of her heart. And while the surgeon's jealous lover vows to
kill him, a violent envy also stirs in the soul of a lonely craftsman. Desire meets with impulse and erupts,
attracting the attention of the surgeon's neighbor---who is drawn to a decaying residence that is now
home to instruments of human torture. Murderers and mourners, mothers and children, lovers and
innocent bystanders---their fates converge in an ominous and darkly beautiful web. Yoko Ogawa's
Revenge is a master class in the macabre that will haunt you to the last page. An NPR Best Book of
2013
Revenge, Ice Cream, and Other Things Best Served Cold Katie Finn 2015-05-05 Vowing revenge
against Hallie after the humiliating events that occurred on the 4th of July, Gemma encounters
complications in the form of a new job, the return of a crush and her estrangement from Josh.
Revenge, Inc. Keleigh Crigler Hadley 2013-01-23 Cherise Holder's hell on earth begins on her 26th
birthday. Unable to cope with a heart shattering loss, she succumbs to the half-life alcoholism creates.
Forced to attend AA meetings, Cherise befriends fellow alcoholics: Stuart, a disgraced banker; Greyson,
a bitter cheerleader; Araceli, a broken teenager with an infamous parent. An opportunity arises, and the
foursome decides to work together to correct past wrongs in each of their lives. Their ingenious plan to
get revenge works - too well and this is only the beginning. They find the electrifying high of revenge
more addictive than anything they've ever experienced. Cherise assumes that revenge will put out the
fire in her heart, but she finds that it just makes her rage burn brighter. She sets out to prove that
revenge is a dish best served over and over again. She never anticipates that only redemption can erase
the sins of the past and only forgiveness can soothe her soul. Revenge Inc. mesmerizes as it speeds you
through the diverse Los Angeles landscape--from the barrio to the hills of Hollywood. Along the way, it
exposes what the lust for revenge truly does to your heart, mind and soul.--Publisher's description.
Calypso's Revenge Dehanna Bailee 2008-12 Former Brigadier Teah Valtamise is wanted for killing her
partner and abandoning her post. Eight years since she fled Calypso, she thinks she's out testing her
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proteges skills until the solid sensation of a gun to the back of her head tells her otherwise. Now in the
hands of an old comrade, Teah works to save the life of an innocent oblivious to the depth of one man's
vengeance. Will she be prepared to sacrifice everything-a chance at love, an old friendship, and
possibly, her own life-to do what she knows is right? "Bailee's heroine is utterly real, both woman and
soldier... Romantic speculative fiction that refuses to follow the conventions and charts its own course
instead. Highly original " Nina Osier, HIGH PLACES and 2005 EPPIE winner REGS "Teah is such a
strong, versatile, and likeable character-so powerful, she makes me feel like a stronger woman myself "
Kathy Stemke, "Moving Through All Seven Days" and "Trouble on Earth Day"
His Heart's Revenge (The Marshall Brothers Series, Book 2) Jo Goodman 2013-10-08 Logan
Marshall is not looking for the girl who betrayed him as a Union spy during the war, but when their
paths cross again, he is not about to let her go. All grown up, Mary Catherine McCleary is now the toast
of the New York theater scene as the accomplished actress Katy Dakota. But changing her name does
not change her past, and she has never forgotten Logan, her first love and enemy. Katy knows what
Logan intends to claim. His revenge will be as damning as it will be exquisite. She could run, she could
disappear, but is being a prisoner of Logan's passion any worse than what she did to him? Special
Author's Cut Edition Previously Titled: Passion's Sweet Revenge REVIEWS: "Goodman is a thoughtful
and intelligent writer who can make her characters live and breathe on the page." ~All About Romance
THE MARSHALL BROTHERS SERIES in order: Her Defiant Heart His Heart's Revenge
Revenge of the Heart Barbara Cartland 2012-12-14 Warren Wood is handsome, loyal and devoted to
Magnolia. However, the one thing he lacks is a title and Magnolia betrays him in a heartbeat for the
opportunity to be engaged to the Marquis of Buckwood. For beautiful and beguiling as she is, behind
her perfect exterior lies a scheming manipulative personality that is desperate for wealth and standing
in Society. Distraught and vowing to eschew love for evermore, Warren seeks solace in the African
jungle, determined to forget the woman whose lovely face has nearly driven him to madness. But now
the wheel of fate has turned and suddenly a legacy is calling him home to take up responsibilities he
never dreamt would be his, and the chance to be reunited with Magnolia who surprisingly begs his
forgiveness. Determined not to answer her siren's call, he leaves for England taking with him the sweet
but mysterious Nadia, another young person desperate to leave behind the past. Together they concoct
a charade that should free Warren from Magnolia's clutches and offer Nadia a new life. As the time for
Warren to meet Magnolia again grows closer, he begins to feel nervous. Will he be able to resist the
seductive charms of the woman he once loved to distraction? For above all else Magnolia is determined
to marry well and she is not going to let a little thing like Warren's heart stand in her way.
Heart of a Gangsta A-Class 2017-03-01 How do you go from being the hunter to the hunted? Amil's
number one goal was to get revenge on the person that caused her brother Dezmonds death. Using her
good looks, and knowledge of the streets that task came fairly easy. While trying to keep, her plan a
secret from her child's father Pride and her cousin Rell, things take a turn for the worst and the only
way out is with the help of the two men. Things start to spiral out of control and although Amil knows
that Rell and Pride will never let anything happen to her she cannot help but to still feel helpless
without her older brother Loso. Carlos "Loso" Davis. The handsome, disrespectful gangsta whom the
ladies love, is locked away in jail waiting patiently to be let free. After finding out information on his
little brother Dezmond demise he is anxious to get out and wreck havoc on the streets of Chicago. While
in jail a series of events take place that has Loso ready to flex his muscles. Unbeknownst to him a call is
made and he is set free to go. As soon as he gets out tragic strikes and he is forced to make examples
out of a few people to let them know what happens when he feels disrespected. Take a ride with the
Davis family as they fight off new and old enemies. In the midst of all the drama new relationships are
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made, while some try to rekindle old ones also.
Shot to the Heart - The Men of Revenge Book 3 Sue Langford 2022-03-02 When one fight can change
everything. Inspired by A Star is Born, book 3 in the Bestselling Men of Revenge Series. One fight
changes everything. He had everything he wanted, short of the 3.2 kids. He had all the money in the
world, he had the woman he loved, but there was something missing from Jamie's life. When one stupid
fight leads to more stress than Jamie can handle, things get uncontrollable. The one thing he's most
worried about happens. Piper has had enough. More than enough. She's lost the baby and convinced
herself that she's not what he'd want. She opts to walk away, but it isn't that easy. Their love is
Shatterproof, but her heart is broken. Will they find their way back to each other? Will their love shatter
along with the dreams they both had of a big family? Who knows what will shatter next.....
Heart of Vengeance Glynn Stewart 2017-08-24 A pirate attack with only one survivor A conspiracy
woven across the planets A vengeance that will not be denied When pirates seize the inter-planetary
freighter owned by Brad Mantruso's family, he is dumped into space. Saved from death by a passing
Fleet ship, he is left with nothing but his skills, a gun, and a burning desire for vengeance. Acquiring a
ship, he reinvents himself as the mercenary Captain Brad Madrid. Before he can pursue his enemies,
however, he finds himself dragged into an unexpected conflict when his ship's history draws new
enemies to him. Beset by pirates, slavers, and a woman who might be his savior--but definitely is a spy-it will take all of his skill, cunning, and new friends to claim his revenge!
Heart's Revenge Cole Jaimes 2015-09-08 Aidan Surf. F$#k. Get high. Sounds like the perfect day to
Aidan Callahan. As second-born son to Chicago's most influential business owner, Aidan's life has
always been about responsibility. Tradition. Toeing the goddamn line. Just do as you're told, Aidan.
Don't make waves. Well, screw that. Riding waves is way more fun than making them. Hawaii is
paradise on earth. Smoking hot women. Tiny bikinis. As far as Aidan's concerned, wild horses couldn't
drag him kicking and screaming back to the windy city. Or at least that's what he thought. When his
brother crashes his Mercedes, killing himself on impact, Aidan finds himself next in line to the Callahan
fortune and all the ties that come with it. And this time there's no getting out of it. Essie A warm bed. A
steady job. A brother who loves her. For Essie Floyd, life's been one hard kick in the teeth after another.
With her parents both dead, her brother is her only living relative. That is until Vaughn's truck is
written off, his life snatched away by the careless actions of a rich playboy in a flashy sports car. Now,
the only thing that will bring Essie peace is revenge. She must take what was taken from her. Only
when the name Callahan has been wiped from the face of the earth forever will she be able to start
living again. Of course, the new head of the Callahan Corporation isn't what she expected. Aidan's sexy
and sad, and just as damaged as she is. Will she be able to distance herself enough to accomplish her
goal? After all, ruining a man's really hard when you find yourself falling for him...
Resurrection of the Heart Natasha Knight 2021-05-07 Santiago finally has what he wants. His baby is
growing inside me. I've rewritten her destiny, binding her to me for good. Things are changing for us. I
see beyond the monster he shows the world. See the scars he hides beneath the ink. Love is a weakness
men like me can't afford. I've decided to keep her, but I'll never forfeit my revenge. His final betrayal
proves his vengeance means more to him than our love. I will have my pound of flesh, no matter the
cost. I made a mistake trusting him. I forgot how much he likes my tears. When I am through, I'll have
what I thought I always needed. I'll run from him. I'll have to. I'll bring her back when she runs. I'll
always bring her back. She belongs with me. But it's too late when I realize he's not the only monster in
my world. And this mistake will cost us both dearly.
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Black Heart Revenge Kristy Morgan 2013-01-08 As Jordan Buckley’s plane lands in South Carolina, she
wishes she could be excited about something. With her past still defining her life and deciding the
course of her future, Jordan knows it will not be easy. Tortured as a youth by her demented father and
depraved brother, Jordan has returned home to confront her demons—and rescue Erica, her sister-inlaw, and Penny, her niece, from the claws of her evil brother. Jordan’s brother wants exactly what her
deceased father once wanted—to be in control. Determined to save Erica and Penny from their
anguished existence, Jordan comes face-to-face with Black Heart Revenge, an undercover organization
designed to use the anger of tortured souls to bring justice for the victims of the outlaw members of
society. They intend for her become a killing machine in order to become their next agent. As Jordan
plummets into the demonic depths of her black soul in search of revenge, she soon learns there is a fine
line between vigilante justice and cold-blooded murder. In this gripping thriller, as a woman embarks
on an unexpected journey through vengeance and religious salvation, there is only one brave enough to
try to stop the demon from claiming what is left of her dark, tortured heart.
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